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У A b s t r a c t

\
\ The hypothesis of the baryon chirality conservation
;

(A ' In. the processes with large momentum transfer is suggested

V < and some arguments in its favour are made. Experimental

>, , implications of this assumption for weak and electromagne-

, tic form factors of transitions in the baryon octet and of

\ transitions N —> ̂ \ , N -*- zi. are considered.
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As is well known the experimental ratio of cross sect-

ions of the deep inelastic V N and V/» scattering

G"fvtf)/6'£y'/i/) £3 1/5 means that at large momentum

transfers Q2 and not small x=Q /2 V the interference of

axial and vector interaction is maximal* (It is supposed

that the contribution of weak currents with Л T/l is small)»

Hence it follows that the processes of ?/V and V/^

scattering at large Q and not small x are mainly contribu-

ted by states with left-handed chiralitites of initial nucle-

on and final baryon. (Unlike the processes at small Q where

e.g., in semileptonic hyperon decays, the experiment and the

Cabibbo theory indicate an essential role of states with both

chiralitites). It is very plausible that the conservation of

the baryon chirality must also hold in the deep inelastic

eN scattering ' .

The statement on the dominant role of finite states of

the baryons with the left-handed chirality in inclusive pro-

cesses of "V/» and V/v scattering at large Q and not

small ' X would be interesting to check directly by measuring

the final baryon 'chirality in such processes. It should be

expected that at Q
2
~*oo , У-foo , q

2
/2 >P ~ 1 the

final baryon helicity (if the baryon does not emerge from

the decay of some resonance) is Л-> Чг. Perhaps, the most

effective ways for experimental study of the final baryon

helicity in inclusive processes of v V , \}/V scattering

are 1) the observation of reaction Vfc Л/"*М*2г V- and all

•) We do not consider here the processes with the baryon-

antibaryon pair production whose contribution into the to-

tal cross section is small.



and the measurement of Z- polarization by /-t ~* pu

decay and 2) the measurement of reaction Vti^J*//V4«^i+ all

and the measurement of the pion angular distribution in ^3

decay (see formula (6) below).

The hypothesis of the baryon chirality conservation in

the deep inelastic weak and electromagnetic processes is na-

tural to expand and to assume that : (A) the baryon chirality

conservation hold in any (including exclusive) interactions

at small distances (besides the processes with the baryon-

antibaryon pair production).

The hypothesis (A) seems to be plausible since it means

that at small distances the chiral symmetry (e.g. j S ^ O ) x

SUpO) in gluon theory) is exact. ',7ithin the model conside-

ration the baryon chirality conservation may be obtained con-

sidering, for instance, the weak (or electromagnetic) baryon

form factors which appear in the double logarithmic approxi-

mation due to the baryon interaction with vector gluons. In

this case the masses in the virtual fermion propagators may

be neglected and it seems that for large Q the final-baryon

chirality will coincide with the chirality of initial one.

For the theory with pseudoscalar gluons such, a statement

cannot be true in general.

The conservation of the baryon chirality at large Q

(i.e., invariance relative to Уу- transformation) should

be also expected in the vector gluon theories with the ultra-

violet-stable fixed point when the amplitudes are determined

by anomalous dimensions of the field operators and by the

values of Lorenz invariants (relative to normalization points-}

but are independent of the particle masses. It is evident

that in any model consideration the hypothesis (A) is equi-



valent to two assumptions: 1) at small distances the fermion

interaction is due to the vector meson exchange; 2) in the

processes with large momentum transfers the virtual fermion

masses may be neglected* The latter assumption is confirmed

1 2

by success of the "quark counting" rule * in determination

2

of hadron form factors at large Q where the masses in the

fermion propagators are also neglected. The assumptiona 1)

and 2) are of sufficiently general character and have no

direct relations with the guiding considerations based on the

experimental value of the ratio б(>?'/V//O( V'/Vj . (In par-

ticular, they may be remained valid if at larger energies

will considerably differ from

5, e.g. due to the larger role of the sea of quark-anti-

quark pairs or of the V+A current contribution).

This paper considers the consequences from hypothesis (A)

for electromagnetic and weak form factors of baryons at large
2

Q . The experimental confirmation of these consequences would

be i^ favour of vector gluons in case of theories with gluons

but undoubtedly would be of independent interest apart from

the theoretical arguments which may be given now pro and con

the hypothesis under consideration. Const^uences concerning

strong interaction processes with large momentum transfers

will be considered elsewhere.

1. Electromagnetic Form Factors of Mudoons

The requirement of the chirality conservation applying

to electromagnetic form factors of nucleons immediately leads

to a conclusion that the magnetic (Ikuli) form factor S

2
at Q ->oo must decrease essentially faster than electric

^ C Q
2
) (at least F

2
(Q

2
) <£ F1(Q

2)/\fQ* ). Making use of



of the connection between Pauli and Sachs font factors Gj=
2 2 and experiaental relations for G

at large Q2 i ^fy/JU p=6Mn/y« n=d+Q2/«f )"2 ,

^Ba^ °* Cê =O.'/l GeV2 , >«, , / / , , , are the total magne-

t ic moments moments of proton and neutron) i t can be easily

sees that experimentally this i s really the case: for proton

and neutron P2(Q2)-^ (1/Q2)P1(Q2). (In approach 2 such

relation between F~ and P. was recently obtained by Ezawa ,

2. ffeak Form Factors in the Octet of Baryons

Let us consider the weak interaction form factors in

the octet of baryons which may be measured in the processes

of neutrino (antineutrino) scattering on nucleons ^h.-*£p

(la), Чи-г£*П (lb), V/0 -*• € /°(IIa) Чн-(ГХ (lib)

In the framework of the hypothesis under consideration

and supposing the V-A structure of the bare weak current i t

should be expected that at large Q the matrix elements of

processes(1),(II) will contain only states with the left-

handed baryon chirality, and the form factors will be of

the fora

where dfy_ and U£ are spinors of final and in i t ia l bary-

', one* Рог processes (1) hence i t follows that at Q2-» oo

the axial form factor GA(QC) equals the vector isovector

G1.<Q2>=*1V(Q2) я/ GM (Q2).Gkn(Q2). So the usual parametri-

sation of axial form factor GA(Q2)=GA(0)Q.+Q MJ with

the constants йд(0)=1.25 and 11̂  i s not quite good. If never-

theless we use such pararaetri zation at large Q then i t



should be expected that М^Пу [(jU
p
 - /t

h
 )/S

A
(O)J7

 l / 4

s 1.4 Шу = 1.17 GeV. Obis value does not contradict the

experimental data available . Our expectations for the

axial form factor at large Q are close (the difference is

by a factor of G.(0)=1.25/to predictions by Gordon and

Peccei ^ but they are considerably different from those by

Biazuddin and Fayyazuddin .

It would be interesting to verify (1) for the hyperon

production processes (U) and especially (IIb,c) since aa it

follows from the Cabibbo theory and from experiment, at small

Q the form factors of these processes are of the form consi-

derably different from (I): G
A
(0)=-0.37 for (Ilb.e) в

д
(0) =

0.7 for (Ha). If in the process (
T
Ib,c) the polarization of

the final hyperon will be measured, the following picture

2 •

would appear: at small Q the hyperon is longitudinally pola-

rized along the momentum (P r* 50-100% depending on the scat-

tering angle, see, e.g. ') with Q increasing the polarizat-

ion changes its sign and at large Q the hyperon appears to

be totally polarized opposite to the momentum. Unfortunately,

a direct measurement of X polarization by 2! -*Н1Г~

decay is practically impossible because of a small asymmetry

coefficient in this decay. Perhaps, the most promising would

be the observation of the process У/ь-Р"*/* £ » 2* ~
with the measurement of JV polarization from asymmetry of

its decayJ[f(ft [Apolarization Р
л
 in & *ЛУ "

0Са
У
 i s те

~

lated to 2° polarization P
r
# by P

A
 e - j?^ CBi^B

where & is the angle between -£&• and V momentum in

the 27 rest system).



3. Isobar Electroproduction Form Factors

The form factor of electromagnetic transition ТЯ-+Д

was studied from theoretical point of view in a number of

papers •; For our aims It is convenient to make use of

the Rarita-Schwinger formalism for a particle with spin 3/2

and in the notations of ^ to write the form factor as

where

P P
= <Рд + p)/2, q = p ^ -P, q = - Ь Рд and p are the

isobar and nucleon momenta. From requirement of V^- inva-

2 2
riance it follows that at large Q only form factor G,(Q )

survive and

at ^ -»o* . by analogy with the nucleon form factors it may

be thought that G
2
(q

2
)^(Q

2
) < 1/q

2
, GjCQ^/G^q

2
) ^ 1/Q

2

though directly from (2),(3) it follows Oxily a more weak

restriction ^^^ <<1/(.Я,
2
У

г
 , G j / ^ <J=I/(Q

2
)

;
^ . The rest-

rictions obtained can be easily formulated in term of the

helicity amplitudes and of usually used magnetic dipole G
M
 ,

electric quadrupole Gg and Columob G form factors (the not-

ations of Ref. ^ ). For helicity amplitudes <^Л
Д
 j j / Л^,

о
at Q —9 ею we have

8



(The amplitude ^J/tj j/0
(
"
f
/z^ does not vanish in ac-

cordance with, the general theorem but GLI^T ~* 0 )•

Hence Sw Л -G-l and G*/G*,, •< 0(l/q
2
). Since according to

щ Д С 111 '^

(5) the isobar in the electroproduction process at large Q

is produced aligned with the helicity ^ =±Mt then the

pion angular distribution in its decay is proportional to

1rwhere 1r is the angle between р
л
 and the pion momentuia

in the Д rest system. Experimentally, the isobar electropro-

2 2

duction cross section is measured up to Q :^ 6 GeV (see,

e.g. review
 1
* »

1 6
) . At Q =2-6 GeV"

2
 there are only single-arm

spectrometer experiments where G
M
 and G™ cannot be determined

2 2

separately. At Q < 2 GeV in the isobar electroproduction of

importance is the magnetic form factor G^ while G-/GL. is

small, *"•* 3%» These data accounting for kinematic factors can

be put in accordance with our expectations. In the light of

the mentioned above the isobar electroproduction rueasurement
p

at large Q together with the pion registration into coinci-

dence with electron would be of great interest.

У* Л
4» л~ and *-» Production in the Neutrino Experiment

From assumption (A) and from the V-A structure of weak

hadronic current it directly follows that in the neutrino

experiment in the processes У«,Р "V** 27 »



VL ¥l -tfifTZ*" at 1a r5 e Q2 £ must be produced with

the helicity Ид» --%• JLt polarization leads to that

j[ -hyperons resulting from ZJ -9A"**
3
 % ^Г -t Ат~

decays appear to be also polarized. The projection of

л*
polarization r

A
 to the direction of the momentum

is

where t̂j*** is a unit vector in the direction of the mo-

mentum ,27 , Is is the angle between /t aomentum and /7«e

in the ,£j rest frane. Analocously, in reaction

V(y)W~*€ Zl a* îG'n Q the isobar ^ must be produced

with the helicity Д . =-}£, the pion angular distribution

in its decay will be determined by formula (6) and the ratio

threshold effects in Д and 27 production must be probab-

ly more prolonged than in elastic scattering eN -* eN, so the
p

applicability region of relations (*)-(?) is at larger Q

than in case of the nucleon electromagnetic form factor

(it seems,Q
2
 4r5 GeV

2
). It should be also remarked that

if for some dvnanical reasons the form factor G, is suppress

sed (has a saall numerical coefficient) then the asymptotic
p

regime would appear at larger values of Q .

Note in conclusion that the hypothesis under conside-

ration may be extended to the process of e
+
e~ annihilation

into hadrons, particularly, it may be expected that in

inclusive reactions e
+
e~ -> B ^ + all or exclusive

• • ->
 B
i

B
2
 a
*

 l a r
S

e
 Q *

п е
 baryon flg and the antibaryon

will have opposite chiralities.
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I am deeply indebted to M.S.Marinov for a number of

valuable remarks.

Thanks are also due to B.V.Ueshkenbein, S.S.Serstein,

V.A.Novikov, L.B.Okun, A.V.Smilga, V.A.Khoze, L.L.Fr^nkfurt,

M.A.Shifman for useful discussions*
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